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Bridlington Town Centre AAP - Harbour/Marina Proposals1 - Phasing Note 
 
 
In response to the request made by the Inspector at the AAP Exploratory Meeting 
held on the 17th June 2011, this Note sets out a commentary on the Phasing 
Proposals and specifically in respect of the Harbour Top2 which is an integral part of 
the Burlington Parade scheme and wider regeneration proposals.  
 
The guiding principles – as consistently set out in the AAP3; the Proposals Map and 
all discussions and correspondence4 with the Harbour Commissioners – are: 
 

• No operational land or facilities will be taken for the delivery of Burlington 
Parade until alternative land and facilities are in place for Harbour operations. 

  
• Any income that the Commissioners derive from existing commercial lettings 

on the Harbour Top (e.g. Rags Hotel; café, car parking, etc) that is lost to the 
redevelopment will be compensated and/or replaced to ensure the overall 
Harbour income is not diminished. The importance of this income to the 
viability and sustainability of the Harbour is fully recognised.  

 
• The phasing and works will be undertaken in full consultation with the 

Harbour Commissioners and in  a manner that minimises disruption.  
 

• Adequate operational land will be provided, whether in the initial Harbour Top 
proposals or in the full Harbour/Marina scheme, where for example, the 
reclaimed land to be used for redevelopment will only be delineated once the 
land required for operational purposes is determined and agreed.   

 
• A firm commitment to the proposed Harbour/Marina scheme; the inclusion 

and initial development of the Harbour Top and its development as part of 
Burlington parade is not ‘cherry-picking’, it is simply the logical progression of 
the scheme in current circumstances. 

 
 
Notwithstanding the progress made jointly with the Harbour Commissioners on an 
agreed Preferred Outline Layout and on operational requirements (as set out in the 
Key Milestones Paper5); the Commissioners have maintained their objections to the 
proposals and continue to advocate an Alternative “Within-Harbour” Scheme(s). 
Against this backcloth, it has been difficult to progress a constructive dialogue or 
reach agreement on phasing and/or the Harbour Top arrangements. 
Notwithstanding, and to avoid continued delay, the Council has formulated phasing 
proposals6 which it believes to be soundly based and deliverable without undue or 
adverse impact on the operation of the Harbour and the discharge of Trust Port and 
statutory obligations. 
 
 

                                                 
1  As set out in the AAP and agreed  Preferred Outline Layout 
2  As defined in the AAP and intended for redevelopment as an integral part of the Burlington Parade   
scheme – the justification for its inclusion is dealt with in the AAP and other submitted documentation. 
3 E.g. paragraph 3.10.iii; 3.32; 3.39; 3.41.iv and BridTC3.2d) 
4  Clarified and reiterated in the Council’s letter and attachments of  9th May 2011. 
5  Key Milestones Paper attached to ERYC’s Response to Inspector’s Matters (Exploratory Meeting). 
6  Clarified and reiterated in the Council’s letter and attachments (including plan) of  9th May 2011. 
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For reasons explained elsewhere, the delivery of the Burlington Parade scheme 
(including the Harbour Top) is running in advance of the Harbour/Marina Scheme . If 
the reverse were the case, the phasing of the Harbour/Marina scheme  is arguably 
less controversial. However, circumstances and delivery timescales do now require 
an alternative approach to facilitate early release of the Harbour Top in advance of 
the full Harbour/Marina Scheme. The Council firmly believe that this can be achieved: 
  
(a) without adverse impact on the operation of Harbour operation 
(b) in such a manner that the initial proposals and works can ‘morph’ into the full 

Harbour/Marina scheme when implemented. 
 
The way in which this can be achieved was best summarised in the Council’s letter 
(and attachments) to the Commissioners of 9th May 2011 and, to avoid repetition, the 
specific phasing proposals and indicative land plans are attached to this Note. There 
are a number of key points to reinforce: 
 

(1) The proposals represent a phasing approach taking into account the existing 
Harbour operations, land, facilities, etc and also reflect research, studies and 
appropriate technical input. They show one way in which adequate 
alternative operational land and facilities can be provided without undue 
adverse effect on Harbour operations. As with any proposals at this stage, 
they can be fine-tuned and potentially improved; further input and co-
operation from the Commissioners to achieve this and to agree details would 
be both welcome and helpful. Accordingly, for example, the precise size and 
design of the new buildings has not been advanced at this stage; quite 
simply it is a matter of detail and the Commissioners reasonable operational 
requirements will be met. 

  
(2) The location of the proposed (advance) replacement facilities (e.g. harbour 

offices, boat repair shed, etc) is fully consistent with (a) the agreed Preferred 
Outline Layout, (b) the Commissioners own alternative scheme as set out in 
their representations to the Second Options Draft AAP and (c) what is 
intended in the full Harbour/Marina scheme, i.e. it represents the first stage in 
the proposed overall scheme and can ‘morph’ into the later Harbour/Marina 
works and phasing. 

 
(3) The proposed new replacement operational buildings and facilities will be 

constructed by the Council to an agreed size, design and standard at no cost 
or risk to the Commissioners. They will be transferred to the Commissioners 
on completion to enable a smooth transfer from existing facilities prior to the 
existing facilities at the Harbour Top being taken for development.  

 
(4) The existing land-side Harbour estate and operations are currently ‘divided’ 

by a Council owned and managed public car park. Movement and circulation 
are both difficult and limited and the operational Harbour land and uses are 
therefore fragmented and lack flexibility in terms of existing or future use 
and/or improvement. The existing arrangements have served the Harbour 
operations for many years and also enable some joint use of quayside land 
for public car parking to supplement Harbour income.  However, that does 
not mean that the arrangements should not be changed or can not be 
improved.  The proposals for the Harbour Top and rearranged quayside land  
(as shown on the illustrative plans attached) provide a comparable but more 
cohesive operational land area together with the range of modern facilities 
that marina users expect and demand. Additionally, the Harbour Top 
development incorporates lower-deck car parking – part of which can be 
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dedicated for operational use and/or replacement Harbour income stream – 
which overall results in an increased and improved operational quayside area 
and a much more efficient use of land. The timing and details of legal 
transfers or exchanges of land clearly need to be agreed but that is largely  a 
matter of negotiations and legal detail; suffice it to say that adequate 
operational quayside land can be provided and will be made available to the 
Commissioners as and when required to minimise disruption and to avoid 
adverse impact.  

  
(5) The AAP and Harbour Top redevelopment proposals do require some limited 

infill and reclamation of operational water area at the western end of the 
existing harbour. However, this is consistent with the agreed Preferred 
Outline Layout and also with the Commissioners’ Alternative Scheme(s) in 
their representations to both the Second Options Draft AAP and the 
Publication AAP. There is the flexibility and scope to rearrange any ‘lost’ 
berths, as is evidenced by the Commissioners own scheme proposals.  

 
(6)  The Harbour/Marina works beyond the initial Harbour Top scheme can be 

phased and constructed in a satisfactory manner. Briefly, the construction of 
a new South Pier; reclamation works to form new reclaimed land and 
construction of new commercial & fishing buildings & facilities are all outside 
the existing Harbour. Once completed, such works would provide the scope 
and flexibility to largely meet operational requirements in a seamless way prior 
to commencing work on the lock and enclosed inner harbour and all the 
associated works to complete the scheme. In short, it would be a matter of 
constructional logistics and operational timing, all of which are capable of 
agreement and resolution with full consultation and co-operation. 

 
(7) In the opinion of the Council and its technical advisers, whenever the full 

Harbour/Marina scheme is implemented,  the proposed replacement 
operational buildings and land arrangements in respect of the Harbour Top 
represent an immediate improvement on what currently exists for the 
Harbour Commissioners, users and the local community. Given that it is a 
no-cost and no-risk solution for the Commissioners, it is difficult to 
understand the reluctance to discuss or support this approach except that it 
is clearly the ‘principle’ of inclusion of the Harbour Top in the AAP that is 
clouding the issue rather than disagreement on technical or phasing details.  

 
(8) Finally, the Council believe that the case for inclusion of the Harbour Top is 

well made and sound and that the guiding principles set out above together 
with the phasing proposals and other reassurances set out in the Council’s 
letter of 9th May 2011 substantially address the Commissioners’ main 
concerns. Furthermore, the ‘alternative’ as set out in the Commissioners 
latest scheme is both undesirable and  a missed opportunity - essentially no 
change to the Harbour Top or to the outdated and fragmented arrangements 
and facilities which in turn  detracts from rather than assists the proposed 
regeneration of Bridlington and the Town Centre as set out in the AAP. 

 
The proposals and phasing do represent a sensible and deliverable way forward; 
they can be achieved without undue or adverse impact on the operation or 
sustainability of the Harbour. Other ways can be explored and/or the details can be 
developed and improved in co-operation with the Harbour Commissioners. Whilst  
the Council remain committed on the principle of regeneration and Harbour Top 
development, there is flexibility in the phasing arrangements and details to fully 
ensure operational needs are satisfied. 
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Attachments: 
 
Specific phasing proposals and indicative land plans for the Harbour Top (these 
formed part of the ERYC letter the Harbour Commissioners dated 9th May 2011). 



Annex to letter dated 12 April 2011 (also included with letter dated 9 May 2011) 
 
Bridlington Harbour Top - Minimum Works & Provisional Outline Phasing 
 
This involves the demolition and replacement of all the buildings on the harbour top 
land  and also some infilling of part of the existing harbour in  a phased operation, 
specifically the works include: 
 
Phase One: 
 

1. Infill Works  
(a) sheet piling at western end of existing harbour per the Preferred Outline 

Layout and new Slipway. 
(b) infill + compaction to provide a development platform 
(c) provision of quayside road/access to provide operational access, etc 

as required to South Pier. 
 
Phase Two: 
 

2. Boat Repair Facilities, Harbour offices, etc 
 

(a) provision of replacement boat repair shed & associated operational 
facilities (including marina offices) set into embankment at Clough Hole 
(r/o Queen Street). 

(b) Demolition of existing boat repair shed as & when required.  
(c) Relocation of Fishermans Units to  alternative/temporary 

accommodation at Clough Hole (e.g. boat shed, portakabins). 
(d) Relocation of marina offices. 

 
Phase Three: 
 

3. Harbour Top land 
 

(a) Demolition & clearance of harbour top land including marina offices, 
fishermans units, Rags, etc, to provide development platform. 

(b) Construction of  harbour top commercial development which will include 
fishermans units + car parking. (Advance provision of  a “development 
platform” incorporating the lower two decks has not been ruled out). 

(c) Relocation of fisherman to new units. 
(d) New vehicular & pedestrian access points, surfacing works, etc to 

finalise and complete the revised operational land and facilities. 
 
Associated works & implications (phasing to match above) include:  
 

4. ERYC car park – this would need to be closed and the section outwith the 
designated harbour top made available to BHC for operational/quayside use. 

  
5. Rags Building – a commercial letting (not harbour related) generating important 

revenue for BHC. To be demolished and not replaced but an alternative 
revenue stream and/or compensation will be provided to BHC (and lessess if 
applicable).   

 
6. Vehicular Access Points – to be agreed. (The access roads and some quayside 

areas will be subject to joint user rights between the Harbour/Marina and 

 



the town centre development on the Harbour Top – rights & ownership to be 
agreed) 

 
7. Pedestrian Access – details to be agreed but the existing pedestrian rights of 

way (definitive & permissive) will need to be reorganised into designated 
pedestrian access routes around harbour and to Town Centre.  

 
8. Operational Parking – within the resulting quayside land and allocated spaces 

in the new harbour top development.   
 

9. Services – service diversion works associated with the above. 
 

10. Quayside Areas –surfacing works, etc  
 
 
Key points to reinforce are: 
 

• All these ‘minimum works’ are consistent with the Preferred Outline Layout 
agreed with BHC and can be regarded as an interim solution or stepping stone. 

 
• The alternative buildings and facilities will be as agreed with BHC but will  

provide comparable and/or improved provision. 
 

• Whilst some disruption is inevitable during construction and detailed phasing 
needs to be agreed, the end result is firstly that the essential  facilities 
necessary to enable the BHC to operate the harbour and discharge their 
functions are maintained, and,  secondly, there is an improvement in terms of a 
more cohesive operational harbour area combined with new buildings and 
facilities that are designed and fit for purpose. 

 
• Any income from existing lettings on the Harbour Top can be compensated 

and/or replaced to ensure that the overall harbour income and a sustainable 
harbour operation is not adversely affected. 

 
• The phasing is indicative; details need to be discussed and agreed consistent 

with operational needs and a detailed phasing programme 
 

 



BRIDLINGTON HARBOUR
EXISTING LAND OWNERSHIPS*

Crown copyright 2010. All rights reserved. East Riding of Yorkshire Council 100023383.

BRIDLINGTON HARBOUR & MARINA
PROPOSED LAND OWNERSHIPS

AND DEVELOPMENTS

  BHC Ownership Existing Dryside (1.810Ha)*

  ERYC Ownership Existing (0.768Ha)*

  BHC Ownership Proposed Dryside (1.955Ha)

  ERYC Ownership Proposed (1.034Ha)

  Proposed Harbour Infill (0.307Ha)

  New Harbour Buildings

* Existing land ownership boundaries to be confirmed

Indicative Plan For Discussion

Repair Shed / Offices / Storage / Etc

  Commercial Building (0.515Ha)
INDICATIVE FOOTPRINT
with Harbour Parking and Fishermans Units
in lower deck

  Vehicular Access (joint)


